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The Heart of A Friendship
February is the month of the heart, the
time when we celebrate love. We buy
chocolate, flowers, jewelry, and greeting
cards to profess our undying love to that
special someone. But, in all the hoopla of
the season, perhaps we forget to honor
the affection provided by the people that
sustain us and enable us to thrive – our
friends.
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We hear so much about marriages,
committed relationships, and romantic
breakups, but I believe we neglect to truly
understand the dynamics of what may be
the most important relationships in our
life – friendships.

C ON T RIB U T ORS

Boyfriends come and go, spouses are
replaced, children grow up and leave the
nest, but our friends will be by our side
through it all. If we are blessed, some of
them will be with us from childhood until
death; and these people know us better
than anyone else.
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We all have friends. Fate brings friend
to friend, then leaves the rest to human
nature. We have best friends that stick
with us forever, and we have friends that
come into our life for a brief period and
then go on their way. Whichever role they
play, you can be sure they serve a purpose.
According to experts, friendships have
a major impact on our health and wellbeing. Friends help us celebrate good
times and provide support during the bad
times. As philosopher Aristotle said, “In
poverty and other misfortunes of life, true
friends are a sure refuge.”
Friends prevent loneliness and increase
our sense of belonging and purpose. They
boost our happiness and improve our selfconfidence. They help us deal with our
mistakes.
So … if friendships are so great, why do
they cause so much pain?
The word friend is defined as “a
relationship of mutual affection between
two or more people; a person whom one
knows, likes, and trusts.”
We all have a preconceived notion of what
a friend should be; we place expectations

on relationships based on our needs.
But, sometimes we use the word “friend”
to describe anyone with whom we have
contact. We project the intimate bond we
desire onto a person where no deep bond
exists.
To avoid the pain of an unrequited
friendship, it is important to recognize that
there are different kinds of relationships
and varying degrees of affection attached.
When it comes to friendships it’s not one
size fits all.
Some people are great for Friday night
outings. Others are partners for work
events. Some people are not willing and/
or able to commit to a relationship on
a deeper level. And then there are the
people who offer unconditional love and
trust – they are always there, no matter
what. They are the ones by which we set
the standards for everyone else. But, they
are a rare gift, not the norm.
Each of these relationships has a unique
purpose for our life and as such should be
valued. Just as a financial expert advises
to diversify investments, the same is true
in friendships. Invite people into your
life that bring different personalities and
skills to the table – they will broaden your
horizon and enrich your existence.
But, to avoid heart break, see each
relationship for what it is. Just as you
wouldn’t rush into a romantic encounter
without some courting, don’t place
too many expectations on a friendship
without getting to know the person.
When you take it slow, you will be able
to objectively evaluate the relationship
and the role a person will play in your
life so you won’t be disappointed.
Even if a friendship doesn’t develop the
way you want, acknowledge that you
simply have different needs. Treasure
the relationship for what it is and release
your expectations; value the gifts it
offers.
Through the pain and through the
triumphs, friendships are the treasure
of a life well lived. As Emily Dickinson
said, “My friends are my estate,” and I
couldn’t agree more.

Communications, LLC. Information provided is for education
purposes only and does not replace professional advice.
All readers are advised that neither Maximilian Communications, LLC,
nor its owners and agents shall be held liable.
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If you think obesity is just a problem for humans, think again. According to recent
findings, over 54 percent of dogs and 58 percent of cats can be classified as overweight
or obese. Considering their size, even one or two pounds of additional weight on pets
can place significant stress on the body. Travis Brorsen, a pet expert, professional dog
trainer and the host of Animal Planet’s, My Big Fat Pet Makeover, is on a weight-loss
and behavior modification journey with pet owners and their overweight animals with the
goal that the pets (and humans) get to live a longer, healthier, and happier life together!
http://bit.ly/2EbsuDY
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NUTRITION IS JUST
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BEST HEALTH

NUTRITION IS JUST ONE PART OF YOUR BEST HEALTH

What you eat literally controls almost
every function of your body and mind.
Food connects us to one another and to
our bodies.
Food can reinvigorate our health,
bring families together, restore vibrant
communities, improve the economy
and the environment, reduce pollution,
and help our kids get better grades and
avoid eating disorders, obesity, and drug
abuse. Food can even reduce poverty,
violence, homicide, and suicide.
In other words, food is powerful medicine.
It is information. What we eat can have a
profound effect on our lives.
At the same time, what we eat is only one
“ingredient” needed to make a healthy
human.
You see, we need real, whole, fresh food,
but we also need things like movement,
connection, meaning, and purpose.
When you take out the bad stuff and put
in the good stuff, you create balance. Your
body knows how to create health from
those ingredients.
My team and I created the Feel-Good
Wheel to showcase the eight aspects to
explore when seeking a balanced, fulfilled,
and feel-good life. In this article, I want to
discuss a little more about some of these
and why they are just as important as diet
and nutrition.
Community. When my patients have a
support system, they are far more likely
to sustain weight loss and feeling better.
Having a community to support your health
journey is very powerful in the short term
for change. Yet the right community can
also help you sustain those lifestyle and
behavior changes that are so important to
long-term success, health, and happiness.
Being connected to others is a necessary
ingredient for health, just like food, water,
air, sleep, or movement.
Emotional health. What thoughts and
beliefs are keeping you stuck? Stepping
into your feelings with vulnerability, love,
and kindness so that we can turn our
emotional compass into an ally instead

of a foe, makes getting healthy a heck
of a lot easier. When I focused on my
emotional health, my relationship
with myself, my family, and my friends
improved significantly.
Mindset and practice. Even with all
the knowledge and tools to become
healthier, happier individuals, it is
often our mindset and daily practices
that will be the strongest guiding
force to carry us through our health
journey. For me, working with
someone to create a morning routine
which involves meditation, journaling,
and movement was a pivotal part of
making the most of my days.
Purpose. A life of meaning and
purpose, a life in balance with
connection, community, love, support,
and a sense of empowerment,
are essential for health. Today’s
overwhelming
stresses—including
social isolation, overwork, political
tension,
and
disempowerment—

create enormous strain on our
nervous system, leading to burnout
and breakdown. Why are you here?
What is your calling? Understanding
our purpose and sharing our unique
gifts allows us to unleash our creative
energy, embrace our quirks, and tap
into joyful living.
Body and movement. Exercise is
probably the most powerful medicine
and a one-stop-shopping miracle
potion. Scientists refer to exercise as a
“polypill” because it treats everything.
Your body is a complex, beautifully
designed system that can become
your greatest tool. Finding a way to
move and exercise that you enjoy and
that energizes you is an important part
of your best health.
The path towards feeling good means
gaining a deeper understanding of
what is truly important to you, then
taking tiny steps towards holding your
needs in balance.

Mark Hyman, MD, is the director of Cleveland Clinic’s Center for Functional Medicine, the founder of The UltraWellness Center, and a
10-time #1 New York Times Bestselling author. www.DrHyman.com

Ken Druck, PhD

THE BEST
VALENTINE’S
DAY GIFT IS
FREE!

The best alternative to a Valentine’s
Day gift of flowers, candy, jewelry, or a
heart-shaped Hallmark card is a list of
the things you love most about your
beloved. It doesn’t have to take more
than 10 minutes, but the impact can last a
lifetime. Save them every year and make
a book, called, The Things I Love About
You.
Here’s what I wrote for my beloved,
Lisette:
Some of the the things that make me love
and enjoy spending every day of my life
with you are:
• The strong and adoring way you love
me.
• Your love and devotion to your family.
• The devotion you have shown as a
mother.
• The way you accept and show affection
for my mother, daughter and family.
• Your beautiful, irrepressible smile and
bright, mischievous eyes.
• The fun, bratty child in you that refuses
to grow up.
• The sweet way you call me “Kenny Bear,”
“Kenny” and “Baby.”
• How smart you are about real estate,
photography, people, movies and life.
• The 1001 ways you keep me healthy (walk,
spin, Vitamix) every day.
• How you push me to be my best and call me
out when I need it.
• The way you face each day with courage,
optimism, enthusiasm and curiosity.
• Your incredible sense of adventure.
• How you keep life simple and uncomplicated.

• Your willingness to share your wild,
technicolor dreams.
• The elegant, stylish way you put yourself
together every day.
• Your strength and courage in learning
to love yourself and drop the BS you
bought into about yourself.
• Your humility and willingness to learn
new things, self-correct, admit mistakes
and apologize.
• Your willingness to set hard boundaries
where you have been soft in the past.
• Your warrior strength (especially when
you speak in Spanish).
• Your natural, unforced sensuality.
• How unselfish, caring and generous
you are with the people you love.
• Your willingness to hold people who
have hurt you accountable but refusal to
hate them.
• The pleasure and care you take in
loving me better than I’ve ever been
loved.
• The pleasure you give me by allowing
me to love you better than you have
ever been loved.
• Your patience, forgiveness and
understanding when I’m being a jerk.
Now it’s your turn! All it takes is for you
to get into a quiet space, take a deep
breath and drop down into your heart
of gratitude. Everything you feel and
need to tell your beloved is right there,
waiting for you to put into words.
The greatest gift in the world is the pure
expression of our love; what better way
to share it on this, or any, day?

Ken Druck, Ph.D., is a renowned resilience expert, organizational consultant, and award-winning author of several books including, The
Real Rules of Life. www.KenDruck.com

Dr. John Demartini

MASTERING
THE ART OF AN
EFFECTIVE TO
DO LIST
Are you an avid list maker or do you prefer
to go with the flow, having a rough idea in
your head of what needs to be done?
List making has more benefits of which
most people are aware, and if you learn to
do it right, this practice can actually make
you healthier, happier, calmer and possibly even better off financially.
List making is not just a matter of getting
things down on paper or into a digital device: when you make a list of everything
that is occupying your mind or distracting
you, you can then identify which items can
be delegated to others or which can be
done in the future.

Most people feel stressed at the thought
of everything on the to-do list as a whole,
but if you break it down, you often find
that many items don’t actually need to
be done today, or even by you at all.
I have seen people all around the world
de-stress just by learning to analyze their
to-do lists better. If you take those items
that are to be done in the future and put
them into some form of time planning
system – you will reduce your stress levels, feel more calm and be more productive.
When you learn to delegate as much as
possible, you can become more productive, in many cases increasing your income. It can even impact on your overall
health; reducing tension can make for
much better digestion and sleep.
Calmer, less stressed, healthier and potentially more wealthy? Sounds good. In
this article I share some steps on how to
make lists so they will help your whole
life:
List everything you need to do. Break
tasks down wherever possible. i.e. organize office function could be a series of
smaller action steps like: send out invites,

collate RSVPS, organize catering, find
entertainment, etc.
When you chunk down large projects,
objectives or goals into lists of smaller
bite-sized daily action steps, you decrease procrastination, inertia, lack of
clarity and frustration and increase your
accomplishments.
Go through your list and look for anything that can be done by others. Put
this on a separate list to delegate once
you have finished (make sure you do
delegate as soon s possible). You can remove a large portion of your stress just
by doing this.
Be honest about how urgent things really are. Make a list of everything that
actually has to be done today. Once you
have finished all your list making, put the
master list away till tomorrow and just
focus on what needs to be done in the
immediate 12 hours.
This becomes a daily accountability
check list too and by constantly reviewing it, implementing things and checking
them off, you increase the probability of
living a more productive life and feeling
greater self-worth and accomplishment.

Dr John Demartini is the founder of the Demartini Institute, an international bestselling author, educator, and consultant.
www.dr.demartini.com

TOTALLY TRANSFORM
YOUR LOVE LIFE
Choosing a life partner is not something you
want to leave to chance. It’s probably one of
the most important decisions you will ever
make. Let New Jersey’s Matchmaker help
you find the love of your life!

MATCHMAKING
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Matchmaking service for seriously, commitment-minded
single men in Northern New Jersey & Rockland County.

DATE COACHING
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Have the relationship you desire and deserve!
Julianne’s dating advice will help you maximize your
dating experience and increase the opportunity of
meeting that someone special.
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Matchmakers and Dating Coaches in the industry, is
seeking to grow her database of single, divorced or
widowed women ages of 25 to 68 to meet her male
matchmaking clients.

Julianne Cantarella, MSW, LSW
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Guy Finley

ACT ON WHAT YOU
KNOW IS TRUE

ACT ON WHAT YOU KNOW IS TRUE

Truthful principles can only change us when
we choose to enact them. Their capacity
to restore self-command, grant us a mind
at peace, or deliver us from fearful dark
states is only as great as our willingness
to call upon their powers. That’s why we
must do the personal work it takes to put
higher principles into practice.
Napoleon Hill, one of the early great
pioneers of personal development,
asserts: “We can become complete
masters of ourselves, if we so desire. The
main thought to hold in mind is first to
gain the knowledge, and secondly to act
upon it.” And then act upon it! Wisdom
is the seed of freedom, but only in action
do we see it flower.
Study the special lessons that follow
closely. Little by little, but surely as the
acorn becomes the oak, you will know
and grow into their power. New courage
will flow into all of your actions, and the
change will be unmistakable.
Instead of reliving old reactions that take
you nowhere, your path will become one
of ceaseless transformation. And the
fuel that drives this upward spiral of selfrenewal is simple. You are learning to act
on what you know is true about negative
states, instead of allowing them to tell
you what is true about you.
Understand that any lingering sense of
discontent belongs to a level of self that
believes it can escape its pain by reliving
it. Refuse to ever again hand yourself
over to a nature that loves to complain

about its circumstances, even as it does
nothing to change them.
Your reward: being released from the
false belief that dark thoughts or feelings
have any power to improve your life.
Understand that there are parts of
you that always want to take the easy
way — to do things half-way, to avoid
unnecessary
challenges,
to
coast
whenever possible and pedal only as
needed.
Now have the courage to act on this
knowledge: deliberately choose to
take the more difficult path, and finish
whatever you start. Walk into what you’d
rather walk away from, and persist with
what you know is true for you until all
resistance to your new actions proves
itself a lie.
Your reward: discovering that on the
other side of the resistance is the flow
that always takes you, effortlessly, beyond
yourself.
Understand that being anxious — rushing
to or through things — does nothing but
drive you nowhere faster! When you find
you’re in a mad rush, remember that
what you’re really trying to get to is a
quiet mind — that peaceable state of
your original Self reached only through
this realization: There’s no place more
empowering for you to be than in the
present moment.
Now have the courage to act on this

knowledge: deliberately slow down your
life. Dare to stand directly in the stream of
your own rushing thoughts and feelings
— instead of allowing them to carry you
away.
Your reward: the deeply refreshing
realization of what it means to be
“washed clean” of anxious states.
Understand — in spite of the highly
polished performances to make you
believe otherwise — that everyone you
meet suffers in much the same way as
you do. No one wants others to know
the weight of their unspoken pain. And
yet, all are burdened with broken dreams,
shattered hearts, and whatever other
sorrow walks with them through their day.
Now have the courage to act on this
knowledge: refuse to ever again add to
the pain of another, even a small measure
of your own. Whatever suffering you
agree to shoulder in this way not only
helps to lighten the load of those in need,
but also serves to awaken within you the
strength you need to be a real “friend in
deed.”
Your reward: the birth of a whole new
kind of compassion that not only flowers
when faced with the weakness of others,
but whose fragrance helps heal all those
who are touched by it. Always remember:
Your original Self cannot help but act
from what is right, bright, and true any
more than the sun has to remember to
shine each day.

Guy Finley is the bestselling author of The Secret of Letting Go, The Courage to Be Free, and 40 other works that have sold over a
million copies in 20 languages worldwide. Guy is the founder and director of the non-profit Life of Learning Foundation. (Excerpted from
The Courage to Be Free, Weiser Books, 2010)
www.GuyFinley.org

Julianne Cantarella

STILL
SINGLE?
HERE’S
HOW NOT
TO BE NEXT
VALENTINE’S
DAY

Even though I make my living as a
relationship expert, I am the first one
to agree, Valentine’s Day is nothing
more than a “Hallmark holiday”. It’s a
way for the greeting card companies
to make a few extra bucks. That said, I
know it still shines a huge spotlight on
your single status, making an already
difficult situation, more difficult. I mean
who wants to be reminded of something
that could potentially bring sadness? If
this article’s title caught your attention,
I suspect you are single and looking for
ways to change that.
Perhaps you’ve tried a million ways to
meet someone. Or maybe you’re one of
those “if it is meant to be, it will happen”
folks, hoping somehow that special
someone will show up on your door step.
Now, if you’re one of those who have
tried a million ways to meet “the one”
I suspect you might have dabbled and
not really engaged in a process; really
making it a priority, crafting a plan and
following through.
And if you’re the other type who has
been leaving it to chance, well… how’s
that working for you?
I understand there is an element of
romance that is expected when it comes
to meeting someone special, but I ask
you, does that really matter? Or does
meeting that special someone matter
more?
Below are just a few ways you can engage

in making your love life a priority and
potentially meet that special someone.
Online dating. Don’t shun it. It works. It’s
the number one way my date coaching
clients meet their special someone.
That said, you can’t dabble in it and you
have to market yourself the right way.
Oh, and most importantly, have realistic
expectations.
Meetups. Never heard of Meetup? You
find it online and and can join via your
personal interest. If you love to hike,
there’s a Meetup for that. If you’re a wine
enthusiast, there’s a meetup for that. If
you want to learn a language, there’s a
meetup for that. The idea is to get you
out to meet people, and there’s a greater
chance of meeting someone who shares
your interests too.
Volunteer. It’s a great way to give back,
and meet someone like-minded who also
shares your values.
When working with clients in a
relationship mentoring or date coaching
capacity, I empower them to take charge
of their love lives and I encourage you to
do the same.
I’ve seen first hand the positive results that
come when your love life takes precedence.
You can’t expect results when you don’t
make your love life a priority.
I wish you a Happy Valentine’s Day and
encourage you to take control of your love
life!

Julianne Cantarella, MSW, LSW, is a licensed social worker with a deep passion for people. Her personalized approach to matchmaking
and date coaching has earned her the title of New Jersey’s TOP Relationship Expert. A professional matchmaker and dating coach
since 2005, Julianne has the skills to successfully match her clients with their perfect partner or coach them into a loving committed relationship. Julianne is the owner, principle matchmaker and dating coach at New Jersey’s Matchmaker, located in Northern New Jersey.
www.newjerseysmatchmaker.com.

Lorraine Maita, MD

TEN EASY TIPS
TO WHITTLE
YOUR WAISt
AWAY

Still struggling with your New Year’s resolution to lose weight? Snowed or iced in and
can’t get to the gym? I will share with you
tips that require little effort.
Fill up on fiber.
Fiber makes you feel full and slows the absorption of sugar into the blood, which prevents wide swings in blood sugar that contributes to cravings and overeating. Taking
a fiber supplement before you eat will help
to fill your stomach sooner so you eat less
at this meal and you feel less hungry at the
next meal.
Feel full with fluid.
Drink 8-12 ounces of water before you start
your lunch or dinner. Water will help to
make you feel full sooner.
Savvy snacking. Eat a small, healthy snack
30-60 minutes before a meal so you won’t
be ravenously hungry and overeat.
Slowly savor. Chew your food thoroughly
and eat slowly to start the digestive process
sooner and to release the nutrients that
signal your brain to stop eating. It takes a
several minutes for the digestive process to
start and for you to feel full and satisfied.
Prepare your portions. Put the amount of
food you think you need on your plate at
the start of the meal. Protein portion is the
size of your palm. A serving of non starchy
vegetables such as broccoli, or asparagus is
about a half cup, leafy greens are a cup. Fats
are a condiment such as a piece of cheese
the size of your thumb, or a tablespoon of
oil or enough nuts to fit into the center of
the cupped palm of your hand.
Eat for your size and activity level. A six
foot, muscle bound man who performs

physical labor needs more food than a petite, five foot woman sitting at a computer
all day. If you are training for a marathon
you will need far more calories than if you
do a yoga class a few days a week. Adjust
your intake accordingly.
Eat every four hours. Eating and digesting
burns calories and eating every four hours
keeps your metabolism up and your blood
sugar level.
White out. White foods such as sugar, potatoes, white bread, white rice, alcohol and
other processed foods raise your blood
sugar quickly and insulin rises accordingly.
Insulin stores fat and the higher the elevation, the more resistance you develop. Insulin resistance can give rise to metabolic
syndrome characterized by lipid disorders
such as high triglycerides, high blood pressure, diabetes, obesity and increased risk of
cardiovascular disease.
Watch wine. Drinking wine and other alcoholic beverages may have some health
benefits, however it adds significantly to
calories and raises blood sugar quickly. A
serving of wine is five ounces, however,
most bars and restaurants serve larger portions so one glass may actually be two. The
same is true for other alcoholic beverages.
Trick your treats. Many people use food
as a reward or a treat. Trick yourself and indulge in a non caloric treat such as playing
sports, going for a massage, a walk or exercise class, or buying something to fit your
new waistline.
If you are still struggling, try a doctor supervised weight loss program that takes into
account your unique metabolic needs and
watch your waist waste away!

Dr. Maita is a recognized and award-winning holistic, functional and anti aging physician and author. She transforms people’s lives by
getting to the root cause of illness using the best of science and nature. Her approach is personalized, precision medicine where you are
treated as the unique individual you are. www.howtoliveyounger.com

Dina Frauwirth, CSA

WINTER CARE
FOR SENIORS

Even as the longer days of spring tease us,
we know that the chill of winter is still not over
yet. These months present several unique
challenges and hazards for seniors. Here are
some useful strategies to help you with cold
weather care for seniors.
Winter Weather - Tips for Senior Care
The most obvious hazards for everyone
are the slippery road conditions and
cold temperatures, but for seniors, the
winter weather can expose several unique
vulnerabilities.
Slipping on ice and breaking a bone is a very
real risk, so seniors should always wear shoes
with good traction in the winter.
Driving should only be attempted with snow
tires and an appropriate winter survival kit in
the car. Older adults should be careful with
being out in the cold because more than
half of all hypothermia deaths are among
those over 65 years old. Dress in layers, keep
your home comfortably warm and don’t stay
outside too long.
Seniors and Isolation - Another Threat
of Winter
All of the threats in the previous section can
lead to social isolation during the winter. If

an elderly loved one has been spending a
lot of time alone due to inclement weather,
try scheduling regular phone calls with them.
Arrange transportation to social events or
coordinate visits with friends.
Some seniors may experience a decrease
in ‘happy energy’ during the winter due to
less exposure to daylight. This is commonly
known as seasonal affective disorder (or
SAD). It can be combatted by getting
as much natural light as possible during
daylight hours and using full-spectrum lights
to alleviate the winter blues.
Flu Season Makes Winter Care for Seniors
Challenging
Seniors are especially susceptible to
severe illness from the flu because of their
weakened immune systems. The flu causes
thousands of hospitalizations and fatalities
among the elderly each year. It can also lead
to secondary infections such as pneumonia.
Make sure the seniors you care about get
a flu vaccine every year. They should also
take care to wash their hands carefully after
interacting with others and when they return
home. This will help prevent the virus from
coming into their house where it can infect
them at a later time.

Dina Frauwirth created Adult Care Advisors to find the most appropriate and cost-effective senior care options for your loved one. She
uses her gerontology training and years of experience to thoroughly review choices and tailor recommendations, all at no charge to the
family. Dina will give your family peace of mind as she assists you through the daunting task of senior care placement.
www.adultcareadvisors.com

Lorie Gardner, RN, BSN, NBC-HWC

USING A “WHOLE PERSON MODEL”
To REDUCE STRESS
What is “whole person wellbeing” and how
does a person achieve that?

of each to the concept of “high-level”
wellness.

mindset and wellness lifestyle helps move us
progressively towards a high level wellness.

Since stress is so prevalent in our culture,
let’s take a look at a whole person model
that can be used to reduce stress.

The Illness-Wellness Continuum contrasts
the Treatment Paradigm, which is the
definition that health is the absence of
disease, and the Wellness Paradigm, which
is defined as moving to a higher level of
wellness through awareness, education and
growth.

The whole person model that is the basis
of the Wellness Inventory Program, the
Wellness Energy System, is comprised of 12
dimensions of life that influence a person’s
overall health and wellbeing. These 12
dimensions can be viewed as key life
processes that we all experience on a daily
basis but of which we are largely unaware:
self-responsibility and love, breathing,
sensing, eating, moving, feeling, thinking,
playing/working, communicating, intimacy,
finding meaning, and transcending.

Optimal wellbeing is more than diet
and exercise. Wellbeing is a lifestyle of
making healthy choices on how we eat,
exercise, and live all aspects of our lives.
The original “whole person” wellness
model, the Wellness Energy System,
was developed in the mid-1970’s, by
wellness pioneer, Dr. John Travis, MD,
MPH, for the first wellness center in
the US. However, a few years before
creating this model, he developed
the Illness-Wellness Continuum, which
showed the relationship between the
Treatment (Disease) Paradigm, the
Wellness Paradigm, and the relationship

A person can choose to pursue wellness
anywhere on the continuum whether he or
she has a life-threatening or chronic disease,
disability, or poor, fair, good or excellent
health.
Each day we are faced with small choices
on our outlook, lifestyle choices, behavior,
and self-care that can either move us more
in the direction of premature death or
more in the direction of high-level wellness
on the continuum. Developing a wellness

Understanding the mind/stress/health
connection can help you better manage
stress and improve your health and
wellbeing. Also, by learning to better
balance your energy you can enhance worklife balance, improve relationships, support
optimal health and live life more fully..

Lorie Gardner RN, BSN, NBC-HWC ,founded Healthlink Advocates, Inc., to assist clients with all aspects of their healthcare. As nurse
advocates they help clients navigate the very complex healthcare system. In addition, as board certified health and wellness coaches,
they partner with clients seeking self-directed, lasting changes aligned with their values. www.healthlinkadvocates.com

Answers to questions that
make the most sense for your
home and your bank account.
FEBRUARY 2018

Q: If rates are good should I be looking at refinancing
our mortgage?
Rates in general have been very
attractive over the past couple of
years. So, if you’re a homeowner
with good credit and a solid income,
now might be an opportune time to
refinance.
As a general rule, refinancing—that
is, paying off your current mortgage
and taking out a new loan at a lower
interest rate—may be worthwhile if
you can drop your rate by at least
half a percent
Before moving forward, you should
understand the different types of
refinancing options and identify
what your intent is with the money
you will save in doing so.
Are you looking to save money on
your monthly mortgage? Or, are
you looking to use money for home
improvements? Credit card debt?
Or even investing in a second home?
For example, a cash out refinance
gives you buying power, if in fact
you have considerable equity in your
home. You can use that equity to
help you save in other areas of our
life.
Think of it this way, you can use the
money you get by using a cash out
refinance and pay down credit card
debt that has much higher interest
rates. You can free yourself of this
financial burden by using your own
assets.
Or, do you love your home but
really dream about a new kitchen or
addition? Both can become a reality
with a renovation refinance loan as
well. By using your current equity,
you can build onto your current

home by borrowing from yourself, at
an attractive rate.
Keep in mind, there are costs to
refinancing. You’ll have to factor in
things such as bank fees, attorney fees,
appraisal fees, and title insurance fees.
You can use a refinance calculator to
plug in your current mortgage details,
the new loan rate, and the refinancing
fees, and you’ll see how many months
it would take for the savings to repay
the cost.
Even if all the numbers look good,
there’s another factor to consider. By
refinancing your 30-year mortgage
loan now, you’re extending the loan
period another 30 years from now.
If you’re in year two of the original
loan and you’re 34 years old, that’s
probably no big deal. But if you’re in
year seven and you’re in your late 40s,
you may not want to start over with a
30-year loan.
If you’re concerned about extending
your loan too far into the future,
consider taking a 15 or 20-year loan
instead of a 30. This will generally
earn you a still-lower interest rate,
though the shortened loan period will
probably result in a higher monthly
payment.
If you do decide to refinance, always
shop around for your mortgage
because
rates—and
fees—vary
significantly from one lender to the
next.
There are many reasons to refinance,
but whether it’s saving money,
investing or upgrading, all of these
refinancing reasons are not
only good home sense, but an
investment in your quality of life

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Laura Brandao is the chief operating officer
at American Financial Resources (AFR), the
leading FHA 203k lender, for sponsored
originations, in the country, and an innovator in
One-Time Close loans. Brandao is the driving
force that has catapulted AFR Wholesale
to the top of Manufactured Home, OneTime Close and Renovation lending in the
USA. Laura Brando was nominated to 2017
MPA’s Hot 100 Mortgage Professionals
and Elite Women of Mortgage 2014, 2016.
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Fern Weis

THE $700
PROM DRESS

THE $700 PROM DRESS

It’s that season again. Excitement about
the prom is mounting, and so are the
expenses, the largest of which is often
the dress. Could it really be a $700 prom
dress?
A mom shared about her daughter seeing
the perfect, $700 dress. From her tone,
it was clear she was conflicted. Possible
reactions?
Yes - I can afford it, so why not?
No - I can’t afford it. Period.
?? - I can afford it, but that’s a lot of
money for a one-event dress.
From a parenting perspective this isn’t
about money. The following suggestions,
made with the dress in mind, also apply
to other decisions.
What are your guidelines about who pays
for what? If your daughter is expected to
pay but that number is making you crazy,
what is your role? You can lecture about
moderation and how long it takes to earn
that kind of money, but it will likely fall
on deaf ears. She wants what (she thinks)
everybody else is getting, and “that dress
really is beautiful, and it may be the only
prom I ever go to!”
Help her become aware that she is
making a choice today that will affect
her ability to spend later on. Making
choices and living with the outcomes are
important skills and lessons. Maybe she
can handle it all. Or maybe one day you
will gently say, “I’m sorry you don’t have
money for ABC. What can you do about
that?”
Kids are resourceful. If the money
isn’t there and she doesn’t have the
opportunity to earn it quickly, there are
many options. She’s grown up with a
smart phone and knows how to use it.
Knock-offs, sales, thrift stores, make your
own. You’ve probably thought about
every work-around; however, it’s more
effective to let her figure it out. When
kids want something badly enough, they
find a solution.
What expectations/limits have you
discussed beforehand? This talk ideally
takes place before arrangements or

purchases are made, but it’s never
too late to have the talk. She’ll always
do better when she knows what to
expect. Even if she’s upset about the
parameters, it gives her time and
headspace to find a solution.

she’s on track and responsible, then
say ‘yes’. Go, do, buy and enjoy. If
you’re not thrilled about what you
see, go back to the vision. Will saying
‘yes’ bring out her best, or more
unproductive attitudes?

Are you feeling pressure to give your
child the experience of a lifetime? That
kind of pressure is a signal. Explore it.

The decision about the dress (or any
purchase) is not a fight for control.
It’s an opportunity to teach your
child, and also for you to learn, about
preparation, integrity and your higher
purpose as a parent.

What are your values and vision for
the person she will become? Does
she appreciate what is done for and
given to her? Does she expect that
you have an open-wallet policy? How
is that showing up in her attitude and
behavior? (Or is it?)
If saying ‘yes’ feels right because

Are you ready to do this? If so, jump
in. If not, come back to these points.
Use them to help you prepare for the
next time. It won’t be a $700 prom
dress, but you know there will be a
next time.

Fern Weis is a parent-teen relationship coach and family recovery coach, specializing in supporting parents who are struggling with their
teens and young adults. She helps parents create a relationship based on trust, have healthy boundaries, and improve communication
skills so they can confidently prepare their children to reach their potential and thrive through life’s challenges. www.fernweis.com

LIVING INSPIRED
Transformational Life Coaching

What is the

NEXT STEP

on your
Soul’s Journey?
♦ GET CLARITY

♦ GET INSPIRED
♦ GET RESULTS

To get inspired and claim your FREE
45 minute DISCOVERY
SESSION, go to
https://lindamitchellcoaching.com/contact/

Your next significant adventure is waiting for you!
♦ Discover and truly live in alignment with your
soul’s passion and purpose
♦ Move past fear and blocks keeping you stuck
♦ Learn techniques and tools to define and reach
your goals with ease, confidence and joy
♦ Acquire lifelong skills, identify and transform
resistance with inspired action steps
♦ Experience my unique “Reinvention Program”
Contact Information: (201) 788-9318
www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com Email: Lmitch310@gmail.com

Linda Mitchell

TCA Certified Coach
ICF Member

Transition & Soul-Path Alignment
Coach, Certified Akashic, Record
Practitioner, Speaker, Workshop
Leader, Reiki Master

Roxanne D’Angelo

FENG SHUI
AFTER
DIVORCE
Energetic patterns are everywhere. In
homes, work places, supermarkets, and
even places of worship. What most people
do not know is that these energetic
patterns affect our lives on a physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual level.
Energetic patterns are created by the
occupants of a particular space over
time. For instance, if you are generally a
healthy, happy and positive person, the
energy released from you would be of a
higher vibration. On the other hand, if you
are unhealthy, unhappy or negative, the
energy released from you would be of a
lower dense vibration.

Imagine what type of energetic patterns are
released from couples when a divorce is in
the mix. Usually there are a lot of arguments
compounded with sadness and fear.

left over low vibration energies from your
past relationship that can affect you moving
forward into a higher vibration with your new
life.

If one of the couples remains in the home
after the divorce, those energetic patterns
are imbedded in his or her surroundings,
including the walls, furniture and even the
bed you both slept on. If one of the couple
moves out, the furnishings they take with
them are still carrying the energetic patterns
from the divorce.

It’s time to make a new home for you and
your things. This is where the fun and creative
process takes place. As you start over in your
new single life, begin to remember what
makes you happy, what makes your heart
sing, what are your passions.

In Feng Shui, when a divorce is at hand, the
best way to move forward in your personal
environment is to have your space cleared
professionally with the intention of healing
on all levels. Space clearing will remove old
stagnant low vibration energy and replace it
with a new revitalized energy, creating the
feeling of a clean, fresh start.
The next step is to take inventory of the
furnishings that you are keeping. This is
a good time to get rid of any remaining
items that bring you any sad or unpleasant
memories. Again, energy is energy. The last
thing you need during your transition are

Too often, when people are married or in long
term relationships, one or both of the couples
loses their identity and they begin living their
lives for the other person, neglecting their
own needs. They make compromises along
the way and forget to embrace what they
really love about themselves and life. This is
a time to reconnect with your inner self. You
can start by surrounding your environment
with elements that support your passions and
creativity.
Remember, this is your space, your time! Your
space should reflect who you are and your
goals in life. Starting your life over can be a
cathartic experience. Embrace the moment
and make it count!

Roxanne D’Angelo is a Certified and Intuitive Feng Shui & Space Clearing Consultant and Master Healer/Teacher of multiple energy
healing modalities. She changes lives by creating harmony and balance in her client’s personal spaces and healing on a cellular level.
www.Crystalclearenergies.com

Spinning your wheels?

I ’M A N E X EC U T I V E A N D L E A D E R S H I P COAC H .
MY C L I E N T S C A L L M E T H E D OT CO N N EC TO R .
Starting your career? Looking to make a life-changing
lateral move? Or climb a rung or two? Need to improve
leadership skills? If you’re spinning your wheels between
where you are and where you want to be, I can help you
connect the dots. Because I’ve been where you are.
L E A R N H OW TO
Like other Strivers, Transitioners and Builders, you
Adapt To
Changing Priorities

can count on me to lend comfort, listen and offer
expert guidance as we work together to construct your
personalized, easily executable Success Plan.

Clarify Your Goals
With one-on-one, thoughtful direction, I will be dedicated
Simplify Your

to helping you make the right, strategic decisions to vault

Decisions – And Reach

you from frustration and doubt to unlimited possibilities.

Them Faster
L E T ’ S CO N N EC T ! U N-S P I N YO U R S E L F!
AmieBlumbergCoaching.com | 201-207-3340

connecting people and possibilities

Jillian A. Centanni, BSE, MBA, JD

BUSINESS LAW: DO YOU OWN YOUR WEBSITE?
You may think that you own your website
and may be surprised that you are simply
leasing several of its parts.
Websites are comprised of several
component parts, some of them owned
and some of them leased. The legal reality
is that you, as the individual, will never own
the domain name, web server platform,
content management system, web
platform, database software, or language
used to build the website. Additionally,
most will not own the web server that hosts
the website.
You may be granted a license to use the
intellectual property of the creator and/or
the web platform used to build it. However,
you will only own the website source code

if you program the website yourself or have
a “work for hire” agreement. A “work for
hire” agreement is an exception to the
general rule that the person who creates
a work is the legally recognized author of
that work.
Additionally, the website creator should
provide an agreement giving the HTML/
CSS/Javascript ownership to you upon
completion. HTML and CSS are the
foundation for most websites and browsers
understand this language. Javascript is a
programming language that may change
the HTML and CSS as one interacts with
the website.
However, if the website creator does not
provide this agreement with HTML/CSS/

Javascript ownership, then it is owned by
the website creator.
Further, the visual design of the website
is not owned by you unless the website
creator accounts for this in an agreement.
The visual design accounts for colors,
photography, and typography to create
the user interface, images, videos, and
readable content of the website.
The HTML/CSS/Javascript will contain the
information to display the content so that
the browser can display the website on the
computer screen. However, if you design
the website’s interface, then you own the
design. Likewise, you will own your own
content, photographs taken by you, and
any graphics designed by you.

Jillian A. Centanni, BSE, MBA, JD is the owner of The J. A. Centanni Law Firm, P.C., where she focuses on helping individuals and
businesses with their legal needs. Ms. Centanni has a BSE in chemical engineering, an MBA and a JD. She was recently named to the
Super Lawyers® – Rising Star list and is also a Registered Patent Attorney. www.jacentannilaw.com

www.metrohypnosiscenter.com
phone: 201-477-0265

MARY BATTAGLIA

LISTEN TO A HYPNOSIS MP3
AND LIVE A LIFE OF
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES!

Certified Clinical Hypnosis Practitioner

CUSTOM MP3
You can create
and customize
an MP3 with Mary
for any goal

$10 OFF
Code: relax
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RELAXATION
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SUCCESS
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WEIGHT LOSS
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CUSTOM MP3

Live your life calm and at peace

Be who you are meant to be

Reach your ideal weight naturally

Tools to keep you relaxed

makes a great gift

Gayle M. Gruenberg

MULTITASKING
IS A MYTH

Driving and listening to the radio (or
talking on the phone!). Checking email
and voicemail at the same time. Cooking
dinner and mediating the kids’ argument.
We multitask all the time. In this crazy
busy world, there’s so much to do and
not nearly enough time to do it. We try
to do multiple things at once, believing
that we’ll be more productive. How’s that
working? Probably not all that well.
Research shows that when we multitask,
we don’t actually focus on multiple
things at once. Rather, we shift our focus
from one thing to another very quickly.
Multitasking is actually “switch-tasking.”
This micro-shift in focus can take even just
1/10 of a second, so fast that we don’t
even know we’re doing it. However, the
cost is steep. It takes precious time to
reengage in the original activity each time
our focus shifts away.
While we think we’re being more
productive, we’re actually slowing
ourselves down due to distractions and
the time it takes to reengage in each
individual activity. Productivity can be
reduced by as much as 40 percent due to
multitasking.
The brain requires tremendous energy
resources to do its jobs; the constant
shift in attention saps these resources,
requiring the intake of more energy in the

form of additional calories, i.e. overeating.
Ever wonder why you feel ravenous, even
if you’ve just sat at a computer all day?
Multitasking may be to blame.
This fatiguing of the brain and body
can lead to mistakes and cognitive
“dysfunction,” which I call brain fog, just
as the lack of sleep can.
To be more productive, and get the job
done quickly and correctly, focus on one
task at a time.
Try setting a timer while doing a complex
activity, one that requires intense focus
and cognitive resources. See if you can’t
do it better, faster, and with less energy
without any micro-interruptions.
If your mind wanders, use the timer to
return to the task at hand. Use a trigger –
something you see or touch to remind you
to come back to focus.
If you work in an office surrounded by other
people (external human interruptions),
close your door if you have one. If you
don’t, try putting up a funny sign, like,
“genius at work.”
Try my favorite way to focus: ear plugs.
Sometimes drowning out external noise
helps to calm the brain and drown out
internal (mental) noise as well.

Gayle M. Gruenberg, CPO-CD® is the chief executive organizer of Let’s Get Organized, LLC, an award-winning professional organizing
firm based in Bergen County, New Jersey. Gayle is the creator of the Make Space for Blessings™ system. LGO works with busy families
to help them find more time, space, money, and energy and connect their lives to their core values through being organized.
www.LGOrganized.com.

Patricia Singer

SOCIAL MEDIA 101:
THE CHECKLIST FOR LINKED IN – PART 1
If you are a business owner, you have
heard numerous times that if you are
not using social media you are missing
out on a ton of business. With that
thought gnawing at the back of your
mind you decide to jump in and make
a go of it. In Part Three of this series,
which I will divide into two articles, I will
focus on LinkedIn.
LinkedIn is your professional image.
It is where you connect with other
professionals and add them to your
trusted network. It is also where other
professionals can find you if they require
the products or services you offer.
In order to maximize your LinkedIn
presence, there are many things you
should do.
Let start with you profile. One of the
most important things you should
have on your profile is a professional
headshot. No selfies, no images where
you crop out the person in the photo
with you. It should be a picture taken by
a professional photographer.
Another important part of your profile

is your headline. This is the line
that states what you do. When you
create your LinkedIn profile, LinkedIn
automatically creates a headline for you
by listing your title and company. Your
headline is searchable so you want it to
have descriptive, searchable keywords
to help you get found.

to you for your LinkedIn profile. The
more information you can supply the
better. It will help show all of your
skills, what organizations you belong
to, what volunteer organizations you
help, what languages you speak, what
certifications you have and so much
more.

As
an
example:
Social
Media
Management/Consulting/Training Social
Media Expert on NY’s #1 AM News Talk
Radio Station WOR710 iHeartRadio.

All of this information will help you
make connections with other LinkedIn
users on a deeper level.

The next important section of your
LinkedIn profile is the summary section.
This is where you can tell your story. Your
summary section should be two to three
paragraphs in length and describe why
you do what you do. You can also include
a bullet point list of things you do for
your job or how you help your clients.
You can also include media items in the
summary such as video, documents,
photos, case studies and more.
It is very important to fill in as much
information as possible for your profile.
There are many sections available

Are you meeting with a potential client
or referral partner? Take a good look at
her LinkedIn profile and see if you have
anything in common. This will show
that you have interest in the person
and you may find someone who shares
the same interests.
Having a complete LinkedIn profile
will help you stand apart from your
competitors. It will also make it easier
for you to attract the right connections
as well as people who are willing to
hire you. Take some time each day to
develop relationships and engage with
your connections. It will be worth it!

Patricia Singer is the owner of Follow Me Social Media Consulting. She works with individuals, small and mid-sized businesses, helping
them navigate and market using the numerous social media platforms. www.BestToFollowMe.com

PSI CONSULTANTS
HEALTH, ASSETS, PEOPLE AND BUSINESS PROTECTION

WE LEAD THE LEAGUE IN PAYING ATTENTION
SO YOU CAN FOCUS ON WINNING IN BUSINESS
The rules of insurance play are constantly changing due to economic
challenges, rising healthcare costs, industry reform as well as ever increasing
legislation. There’s no cheating this system without significant penalties that
put your financial freedom and those you care about at serious risk. You’ve got
to keep your head in the game. That’s where we step up to the plate for you!

A complimentary
Needs Discover Session is all it
takes to find out where you can
save money, grow and protect
what matters most to you.
Contact us to
schedule today.

Protect your loved ones,
business and people from the
curveballs of life, legislation
and the inevitables.

Ed Gaelick, CLU, ChFC
65 HARRISTOWN ROAD, SUITE 103
GLEN ROCK, NJ 07452
(201) 445-5013
www.psi-consultants.com
support@psi-consultants.com

Joanne Ferreri, BS, MBA

THE TRUTH
ABOUT ACNE

THE TRUTH ABOUT ACNE

Blackheads, whiteheads, pimples, and
cysts… OH NO!
Acne, the word alone brings terror to the
hearts of most teens. At any given time,
approximately 60,000,000 Americans have
acne. It primarily affects teens and young
adults under the age of 25. However,
about 50 percent of adults have some form
of acne or oily skin. Acne can also occur on
your back, chest, neck, shoulders, upper
arms and buttocks.
Your skin is a living organ; however, the top
layer is dead. When your skin’s pores are
clogged with oil, dead skin and bacteria
can enter. The body’s natural response
is to fight the penetration of bacteria by
sending white blood cells. This creates
inflammation causing pimple and cysts
to form. This inflammatory condition can
perpetuate unless the past, present and
future breakouts are all addressed by
whatever method you chose to correct and
control the issue.
If you have had acne in the past, you
may have some scars, or surface/color
irregularities.
If you currently have break outs, you
want to address black or whiteheads, any
redness, and excessive oil.
To prevent acne in the future, you have
to find a way to keep the pore open and
clean. A daily regime to unclog your
pores, manage bacteria and decrease
inflammation is your best defense against
all three stages of acne.
Before I give you suggestions on the ”dos”,
let me start with the “don’ts”
• Don’t pick or pop your blemishes
• Don’t scrub your face or over use harsh
chemicals that can aggravate your skin.
• Don’t let acne go through all stages of its
lifecycle. It can be cleared up.
• Don’t assume acne is just cosmetic.
People with acne can also have emotional
issues such as depression and social
anxiety.
• Don’t assume stress cannot exacerbate
acne. Studies have proven that stress
hormones can cause an overproduction of
skin oils.

• Don’t assume your diet causes acne.
There haven’t been any scientific
studies to prove a direct food to acne
correlation.
There are many proven topical products.
Here are a few both clinically proven
and natural extracts that you may want
try based upon your needs.
Control acne bacteria – bensoyl
peroxide, green tea extract, lemon juice
Unclog pores – salicylic Acid
Renew skin – glycolic ccid
Control sebum – sulfur or zinc
Normalize skin – azelaic acid
Sooth irritation – aloe vera
Reduce inflammation – passion flower
extract, briefly apply ice

Replenish anti-oxidants – vitamin C and
E, white tea extract
Erase the signs of past breakouts and
fade dark spots - mandelic acid, alpha
lipoic acid, retinol
Instead of experimenting with the
numerous options, you can try a system
that will optimize the latest from science
and nature. It should include a morning
and evening regime of cleansing, toning
and two treatments specifically for day
and night. It should also have a spot
treatment for the occasional break out.
These are just some ideas of products
and treatments that may help if you
have acne. The choices in the market
place can be intimidating.

Joanne Ferreri is a consultant in genetic anti-aging technologies, a philanthropic international business owner, and bestselling author.
She has donated 18,000+ meals to nourish children. www.totalwellness.nsproducts.com

Linda Mitchell

weather has turned cold and dreary, and
daylight slips away all too soon.

HAPPY
PITS-DAY!

On top of it all, this particular year, Jan was
without a partner, so by February, the blues
had set in. Think about it, our culture, retailers
and of course the media can make us feel like
a misfit if we’re not in a romantic relationship
in February. It’s easy to understand why her
mood was always “in the pits” as she put
it. Jan brainstormed ways to lift her mood
as well as feel perfectly comfortable being
without a partner. It was high time for a little
self-love and self care.

It’s February, the month that’s famous for
celebrating couples. If you’re currently
in a loving relationship, this can be a fun
time for you; but if not, it can be a time
of feeling down on yourself. How do we
combat feeling alone and lonely and
instead create that much needed, and
often neglected, space of self-love and
self-care?
I share with you the story of my client
(we’ll call her Jan) who hated Valentines
Day and each year began dreading
February half way through January. It
makes sense - we’ve been celebrating
and partying since Thanksgiving. There
may be so many events to attend that we
stop enjoying them. When all the hoopla
is over there’s a sense of feeling deflated,
depressed and worn out. By February the

She created her own holiday and decided
to throw a “Pits-Day party”! Jan invited her
closest friends, requested they come in their
PJ’s and asked them to bring a snack they
loved.
Jan provided a warm, comfortable
atmosphere, candles, cocoa and wine.
Her favorite people were in her home, but
the conversation quickly turned to the frigid
weather and the issues each was grappling
with.
It quickly became apparent that her friends,
too, even those with partners, were in need

of some self-love.
Jan quieted the conversation and changed
the mood in a creative but brilliant way. Either
she recounted a fun memory or told each
person one thing she loved about them. The
energy in the room changed almost instantly!
Her “Pits-Day party” quickly turned into a
night of friends affirming friends.
The group began to swim in feelings of love,
respect and compassion for one another.
Soon, the mood was uplifting and delightful;
full of laughter, joyful tears, memorable
stories and fun - spontaneous fun, the
kind that happens when you let go of
expectations and outcomes and just be your
authentic self.
Jan told me afterward, not only did she feel
loved by the important people in her life,
but she was reminded that she was worthy
of being loved – by herself and others!
We’ve heard it so often because it’s true …
we must love ourselves before we can truly
love or be loved by anyone else. I invite you
to throw a Pits-Day party yourself or find
other creative ways to enjoy some much
needed self-love this month. Cheers to you!

Linda Mitchell, a certified professional transformational coach and reinvention expert, is the founder of LIVING INSPIRED Coaching. She
has been coaching and practicing in the healing arts for over 20 years operating from a deep desire to help people move through life’s
many transitions and challenges with ease, grace, purpose and passion. Her signature “Reinvention Program” helps people reclaim
balance, better health and gain clarity for the next significant step on their unique soul’s path. www.LivingInspiredCoaching.com

HOLISTIC APPROACH IN PREVENTING HEART DISEASE

Jackie Klein

HOLISTIC
APPROACH IN
PREVENTING
HEART
DISEASE
Heart disease still remains the number
one cause of death of men and women in
the United States. We know the important
role diet plays in regulating this disease,
but what are other contributing factors?
In addition to making necessary dietary
changes, two things I find extremely
important to understand and address if
pertaining to you is stress and possible
genetic factors.
Everyone deals with some level of
stress whether it’s on a daily basis or
from time to time. Stress can cause free
radical damage, which contributes to
inflammation a known cause of heart
disease. It’s easy to tell someone not to

stress, but that is easier said than done.
In order to combat the damage stress
causes on a cellular level eating a diet
rich in antioxidants and omega 3 fatty
acids is extremely beneficial. It is also
important to implement stress-reducing
activities such as yoga, stretching, or
meditation. Even something as simple
as breathing exercises, breathing in for
five counts, holding your breath for five
counts, and exhaling for five counts can
have a tremendous impact on reducing
and controlling stress.
Another negative effect stress can cause
is depletion of B vitamins, which are
necessary for many functions in the
body including heart health. B vitamins,
in particular B12, folate, and B6, are
especially important in regulating healthy
levels of homocysteine an amino acid
found in our blood.
High levels of homocysteine have been
linked to increased risk of heart attack and
stroke. Elevated levels are usually found in
people who eat high amounts of animal
protein and little fruits and vegetables.
But if you are someone like me who eats
moderate amounts of animal protein
and plenty of fruits and vegetables, you
may still be at an increased risk for high

homocysteine levels. Why? Because I was
blessed with genetics that puts a damper
on my B12 and folate absorbency from the
foods I eat.
The genetic predisposition is MTHFR.
Being a carrier of this mutation and also
having a type A personality it is especially
important for me to understand my vitamin
B levels and supplement accordingly.
If you have a family history of heart attack
or stroke it is wise to have your doctor
or cardiologist test you for MTHFR and
B vitamin deficiencies. And don’t stress
if you have it! Knowledge is power. Our
genetics do not have to define our
destiny. Once your doctor explains your
results you can then replete your nutrients
accordingly and continue to supplement
in the appropriate amounts on a daily
basis.
One thing to keep in mind when
supplementing B vitamins is to be sure
you are taking in the methylated form.
When in this form your body does not
have to go through the steps needed to
covert into the usable form. To ensure
this look for a B supplement that contains
B12 as methylcobalamin and folic acid
as methylfolate. This will ensure the
best absorption and utilization of these
nutrients with or without MTHFR.

Jackie Klein is a certified nutrition consultant and board certified holistic health practitioner. She provides her clients with individualized
plans specific for her client’s needs. Her compassionate approach eases her clients into the lifestyle change necessary for them to achieve
optimal health. www.jackiekleinnutrition.com

The Reconnection

Introduction Offer:

The Reconnection is an accelerated exchange of the energy, light and
information found in the Reconnective Healing Frequencies. It is a focused
formation to connect three systems: the ley lines of our planet, the
meridian lines of the human body and the universal energy grid. The
Reconnection is a once-in-a-lifetime experience that ties us back into a
timeless system of intelligence.

ONE HOUR SWEDISH OR
DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

$45

At The Peace Within Spa & Wellness Center we offer a diverse range of
services to suit your individual needs. Group classes and workshops are
also offered on a varied of topics including meditation and self-reliance.

Our Services

ENERGY WORK

Reconnective Healing is a return to an optimal state of balance. It is
the result of interacting with the fully comprehensive Reconnective
Healing spectrum of frequencies that consists of energy, light and
information.
The Reconnection is an accelerated exchange of the energy, light
and information found in the Reconnective Healing Frequencies.
Reiki is an energy modality that works with to aling the seven
mayor chakras in the body.

Contact Us
THE PEACE WITHIN SPA &
WELLNESS CENTER
63 Beaverbrook Rd Suite 105
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035
nancy@thepeacewithinspa.com

MASSAGE
We offer a variety of massage therapy services by licensed massage
therapists including Swedish massage, Stone massage, Pre-natal
massage, Sports massage, Deep tissue massage, Manual Lymphatic
Drainage , Medical massage, Safe Oncology massage, Reflexology &
Mindful Massage.

973-872-6600
www.thepeacewithinspa.com

ANGEL CARD READINGS
Our card readings are conducted by Certified Spiritual Counselors
who have completed the spiritual counseling program offered by
the American Board of Hypnotherapy and facilitated by Doreen
Virtue.

DOTERRA OILS
dōTERRA Oils: In addition to proprietary essential oil blends,
dōTERRA product offerings include nutritional, spa, and healthy
living products based on essential oil technologies and a
comprehensive wellness philosophy.

Nancy Barrett

Mercedes Barrett

HOLISTIC HEALTH COUNSELLING
The human body was designed to repair itself and given the right
natural tools it can do so, even under today’s adverse conditions. It
is our intent to guide others towards a new holistic way of life.

Follow Us

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT

EXPRESS AND
EXPERIENCE
GRATITUDE
– PART 2
Last month, I wrote about gratitude and
shared three tips to invite more gratitude into your life. Since this is such an
important emotion and experience, I am
continuing the topic with three more tips
for you. I hope you can choose one to use
each and every day.
Gratitude is an emotion that resonates
deeply inside you. It makes you feel good,
hopeful, and connected to others. There
are many ways to express gratitude. To
embrace it and feel it on a regular basis,
take actions that reinforce this positive

feeling. When you appreciate your life, it
becomes filled with more wonderful people, experiences and opportunities.

receive a kindness from others. The person
you’re thanking will feel appreciated. You’ll
feel good about yourself and them.

Allow yourself to give thanks for your life.
It’s all amazing grace. Feel gratitude and
smile. Here are the three new tips.

Consistently expressing gratitude helps you
to build better relationships and connections. You can also express gratitude when
you receive a service by being kind and polite to the person. It can also include leaving
a nice tip.

Forgive someone else or yourself. Forgiveness is very powerful. It releases anger,
hurt, and frustration from you and makes
room for positive emotions like gratitude.
If you find that you are still hurting or upset
from something that someone else did to
you, spend some time thinking about how
that anger and hurt is actually hurting you.
Forgive them. Say the words aloud.
And if you’re angry with yourself about
something, release it. You did your best at
the time. You did all you could do. Be compassionate with yourself as you would be
with a close friend. Grow from the experience and move forward in gratitude.
Express your gratitude by saying thank you.
It’s so simple and yet we often forget to say
these two words. Say thank you when you

Do something that you love. It’s easier to feel
grateful when you have joy in your life. Make
it a priority to find joy in each day.
For example, go for a walk and enjoy nature.
Even in the city, you can see birds playing in
the trees. Buy your favorite flowers and make
an arrangement that you can admire. Listen
to your favorite song and dance or sing
along at the top of your voice. Pet a puppy.
If you have more than a few minutes, take a
class or discover a new hobby. Or pick up an
old hobby that you really liked.
Just remember: forgive, say thank you and
enjoy yourself. Do these three simple
actions and then watch the miracles multiply for you as you experience gratitude.

Miriam Belov, MAT, RMT, is a best-selling author and expert in mind body spirit work, sharing the techniques for integral health and
realization she has pioneered. The “Keep Calm” Mentor creates programs for organizations, i.e. the MET and the UN, appears on TV
and all media. A Reiki Master, her psychic energy work and global wisdoms transform lives. www.wellnessagenda.com

Amy Collins

LET’S
MINDFULLY
CHOOSE
GRACE

When we are in a situation that pushes our
buttons, we need to be aware of the choice
we have in how we respond and remember
we can choose grace. Yes, grace, which is
defined as “a pleasing or attractive quality.”

gracefully towards them by not taking
their behavior personally and decelerate
the situation, or we can react offhandedly,
which often accelerates the situation and
causes everyone to become more upset.

Now you must be thinking, “Really?! Can
she be serious!?!?”

Overall, choosing grace calms a situation.

I’ll be the first to state that this is not easy to
do. In fact, just this morning, I chose freakout, nut-job reaction while disagreeing with
my daughter. So, we all need to be patient
with ourselves because choosing grace
doesn’t happen overnight. It happens with
practiced discipline and the knowledge that
we will never be perfect.
Thankfully, I was able to calm down enough
to apologize for my outrageous reaction
and thoughtfully pull grace into the
situation, which leads me to explain what
happens when we choose grace.
We empower ourselves to walk away from
a negative reaction and respond in a kind
compassionate manner, which is definitely a
much more “pleasing or attractive quality”
and a sense of calmness transpires.
In these push-our-button situations, we
become aware of whom we want to be
and/or how we want to engage with others.
Overall, we learn how to deal with the ugly
side of ourselves and others gracefully.
Again, since choosing grace only comes
with practice, we need to learn to make
this choice in the simplest ways each day.
For example, when our children are
overtired at dinner, we can respond

For example, I was speaking with my
friend in a store parking lot when I
noticed a stranger put a note on my car
windshield. When I asked her what she
needed she was really angry about how
I had not parked properly, which caused
her to not park properly.
Instead of pointing out all the other
open spots on the lot, I acknowledged
she was right. I had not pulled all the
way into my spot so my back wheels
were hanging over into the other spot.
She kept at me and I listened quietly.
Then I genuinely apologized and told
her I would be more aware of it next
time.
She didn’t know what to do. She wanted
a fight. She walked away almost deflated
that I had not taken the bait. My friend
who witnessed the interaction was
amazed at how I didn’t lose my cool.
Choosing grace empowered me to not
be adversely affected by the stranger’s
anger and hopefully helped her to
mellow out that day, too.
Overall, when we choose grace, we are
able to offer be a calming energy. And
let’s face it, in our ever-crazy nonstop
world, we all need more moments of
calmness, kindness, and compassion.

Amy Collins, founder of Create Clarity, offers workshops to help women clarify who they are, re-awaken their intuition and make a
transformational shift to live a more vibrant life. Learning these practical tools is empowering. Once learned, these tools last forever.
www.CreateClarity.net

Renee Jensen

Founder, My Time-Out LLC

My Time-Out, LLC (aka Mommies Time-Out), is an
organization – a community – that supports positive
mental health and wellness among mothers. In a
world of social media bullying and mom shaming,
MTO is a shining example of how mothers from all
different backgrounds recognize the importance
of building each other up, rather than tearing each
other down. MTO supports this mission through its
virtual village, social events, group workshops, and
one on one coaching. According to Renee, “If MTO
can save a marriage, prevent you from beating your
child(ren), and/or keep you from taking a mommy
vacation in your local mental health facility, then I
have served a purpose in this life.”

My Time-Out LLC Presents:

“MOMMIES TIME-IN!” (A Mindful Tasting Event)

by My Time-Out LLC & Well
& Guided - Mindfulness Coaching

MARCH 22, 2018

Are you having a hard time clearing your mind? Do you
desperately need a TIME-OUT but you can’t get out of the
house?
Join Renee Jensen (Founder - My Time-Out, LLC) and
Nicole Martin (Mindfulness Coach) for a virtual tasting
event, from the comfort of your own home!!!
A VIRTUAL TASTING EVENT???
WHAT THE HECK IS THAT AND WHERE CAN I SIGN UP???
Mindfulness is being aware of our experiences in the current
moment, and as busy mamas, we don’t often allow ourselves
to connect to what’s going on around us.
Let’s come together and support one another in using this time
to slow down and learn how to use our 5 SENSES to be more
present. All you need is something to eat and drink! This is a
judgement free zone - so no worries if you’re in your pj’s.

www.mytime-out.com

DO YOU HAVE CONTROL ISSUES OR CHOICE ISSUES?

Denise Hansard

DO YOU HAVE
CONTROL
ISSUES OR
CHOICE
ISSUES?
“I have control issues.”
This is what I hear from many people. As
I am working with clients, I ask them to
allow the process to work. To do those
things that help them to release negative
thoughts and replace those thoughts with
more positive ones. To notice thoughts
at the moment, the thought occurs so a

choice can be made on who they want to
be in each moment. To participate in the
growth process with proven techniques in
order to live a more defined life.
This is when I begin to hear, “I have control issues” or “I can’t let go and not be
in control.”
No one ever said that change and growing beyond where you are today wouldn’t
be without some effort. It is with the release of old patterns, thoughts, and behaviors that you are able to do have this
growth and change for more of what you
really want in your life.
Do you really have control issues or are
you allowing your thoughts to dictate who
you are? Meaning that you really have a
choice issue and not a control issue.
Most of you are making a choice to not
choose! You are deciding to give away
your power by determining that you need
to “take control” of all things instead of
allowing opportunities to flow.

What does it mean to take control or be
in control? Are you able to control the
weather? Are you able to control other
people’s thoughts? Or their actions? No,
you are not. If you must have “control”
in your life, then choose to control your
thoughts. Your thoughts are the first and
only choice you have. Choose to be in
control of your thoughts.
Noticing your thoughts in each and
every moment is hard work. It takes a
discipline as great as any Olympic athletic
in training to win the mold medal. They
don’t just do a part of the training that
has been established for them. They do
the training and all of the training in the
program. That is what I ask my clients to
do; to do the work in a certain way. As they
begin to let go of their control issues, they
begin to see the changes in their
behaviors. Their actions become second
nature. Life flows more easily. Life is
good – as the saying goes.
Control is not the answer. Choice is!
Be sure you make good ones!

Author of Suffering in Comfort and world known life architect, Denise Hansard is an expert in transformation. She gives you the framework to better understand you (and your choices creating you), embrace who you truly are, and navigate your life (personally & professionally) as your authentic self with ease and grace as you only have one life. www.DeniseHansard.com

Advocating for families, property owners,
creative communities and entrepreneurs.
775 Mountain Boulevard, Suite 103
Watchung, New Jersey 07069
Telephone: 908-753-0153
www.jacentannilaw.com
jillian@jacentannilaw.com

UTERINE HEALTH
COMPANION
Eve Agee, Phd

The Uterine Health
Companion is the winner
of the International
Book Awards. In this
groundbreaking book,
anthropologist and women’s
wellness expert, Dr. Eve Agee,
founder of the Transform...

GETTING THINGS DONE
DAVID ALLEN

David Allen’s Getting Things
Done has become one of
the most influential business
books of its era, and the
ultimate book on personal
organization. “GTD” is now
shorthand for an entire way
of approaching professional
and personal tasks, and has...

MIRACLES FROM
HEAVEN
CHRISTY BEAM

Annabel Beam spent most
of her childhood in and
out of hospitals with a rare
and incurable digestive
disorder that prevented
her from living a normal,
healthy life. One day, she...
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http://amzn.to/2nt53xW

http://amzn.to/2mXgQTR

http://amzn.to/2mgbGyu

The One Minute
Manager

The Success
Principles

The 5 Love
Languages

The One Minute Manager is a
concise, easily read story that
reveals three very practical
secrets: One Minute Goals,
One Minute Praisings, and
One Minute Reprimands. The
book also presents several...

In The Success Principles, the
cocreator of the phenomenal
bestselling Chicken Soup
for the Soul series helps
you get from where you
are to where you want to
be, teaching you how to...

Falling in love is easy. Staying
in love — that’s the challenge.
How can you keep your
relationship fresh and growing
amid the demands, conflicts,
and just plain boredom of
everyday life? In the #1...
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http://amzn.to/2lQSUBy

http://amzn.to/2mzlmFe

http://amzn.to/2nti3ip

HOME AT LAST

Super Brain

MAZE CRAWLER

Home at Last takes the reader
on a profound journey on the
road toward enlightenment
based on author’s direct
experience. It is about one
woman’s journey from a career
track in the pharmaceutical
industry to spiritual
awakening. Sarada shows...

Super Brain shows how to use
your brain as a gateway for
achieving health, happiness,
and spiritual growth. Two
pioneers, Deepak Chopra
and Rudolph E. Tanzi, have
merged their wisdom and...

Corraine Graham braves
a dysfunctional foster care
system to adopt Mark, a
three-year-old boy with
an abusive and neglectful
past. As Mark grows from a
disabled child, bullied by his
peers, to an emotionally...
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http://amzn.to/2ntc8tF

http://amzn.to/2mAUzKv

http://amzn.to/2NQ81TM

Ken Blanchard

Sarada Chiruvolu

Jack Canfield

Deepak Chopra, MD
Rudy Tanzi, MD

Gary Chapman

Susan Christopher &
Corraine Conaway

The Breakthrough
Experience

Breaking the Habit
of Being Yourself

This book is about breaking
through the barriers that
keep us from experiencing
our true nature as light. It
presents inspiring science
and philosophy in a way that
is completely accessible...

You are not doomed by your
genes and hardwired to be
a certain way for the rest of
your life. In Breaking the Habit
of Being Yourself, renowned
author, speaker, researcher,
and chiropractor, Dr. Joe...
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http://amzn.to/2ndewZe

http://amzn.to/2njeBaQ

http://bit.ly/2mAnJJw

Divine Intelligence

I, YOU AND US

A Mother’s Heart

Divine Intelligence is the story
of an unemployed executive
who sets out looking for a
job and, along the way, finds
the source of all power. You
will watch as he undergoes
a process to find a spiritual
God inside of him instead...

What she initially considered
the worst thing that could
happen to her changed the
author in ways she never
dreamed of. She wanted
to better understand that
phenomenon. Are we
victims of circumstance or
beneficiaries of it?...

Depending on the age of the
reader, well-written fairytales
are read on many levels, and
so it is with Carolyn Hayes’
book, A Mother’s Heart.
Children will listen with rapt
attention to this mysterious
adventure and delight in the
mother’s change-of-heart...
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http://amzn.to/2mfYpp4

http://amzn.to/2t0iUJr

http://amzn.to/2ov9KE6

Be Fierce: Stop
Harassment
and Take Your
Power Back

FINDING HEALING
THROUGH FAITH, LOVE,
AND CHARITY

Vibrance for Life

Dr. John F. Demartini

Jayne Gardner, PhD

Dr. Joe Dispenza

LILY GRINSBERG

For the Love of
Wood. For the Love
of Food
Joanne Ferreri

Two books in one! Experience
growing up in a loving and
boisterous Italian family from
Brooklyn. Can you imagine
having the vision to see a
car in a block of wood, a...

Carolyn Hayes

LORRAINE MAITA, MD.

A triumphant life journey
of tremendous trials and
tragedies changed through
Faith Love and Charity.
How one life can make a
difference, and question our...

Small changes can make a big
difference! No matter what
your age or state of health,
you can live younger and
healthier with greater energy,
strength and clarity. Unlock
the motivators that make
change possible and propel
you through any obstacles...
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http://amzn.to/2EvC2Gq

http://amzn.to/2uXs7Uv

http://amzn.to/2u59onm

GRETCHEN CARLSON
A groundbreaking manifesto
from journalist Gretchen
Carlson about how women
can protect themselves...

ANGIE MILASSO

The One Life We’re
Given
Mark Nepo

The Wisdom of
Menopause

Christiane Northrup, MD

Brain Maker

David Perlmutter, MD
Debilitating brain disorders
are on the rise-from children
diagnosed with autism and
ADHD to adults developing
dementia at younger ages
than ever before. Astonishing
new research is revealing that
the health of your brain is,
to an extraordinary degree...

Beloved spiritual teacher,
poet, and philosopher, Mark
Nepo, returns to the inspiring
short-chapter format of his #1
New York Times bestseller,
The Book of Awakening,
to map an insightful and...

Dr. Christiane Northrup’s #1
New York Times has inspired
more than a million women
with a dramatically new vision
of midlife. As Dr. Northrup has
championed, the “change”
is not simply a collection...
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http://amzn.to/2mzCIC9

http://amzn.to/2njguUT

This is Your Do-Over

The Four
Agreements

Getting to Yes
with Yourself

In The Four Agreements,
bestselling author don Miguel
Ruiz reveals the source of
self-limiting beliefs that
rob us of joy and create
needless suffering. Based
on ancient Toltec wisdom...

Renowned negotiation expert
William has discovered that
the greatest obstacle to
successful agreements and
satisfying relationships is not
the other side, as difficult as
they can be. The biggest...
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Trust

8 Weeks to Optimum
Health

The Shack

Michael Roizen, MD

No matter what kind of
lifestyle you lead, no matter
what your bad habits, whether
you’re a smoker, a couch
potato, or a marshmallow
addict, it’s never too late to
start living a healthy life. You
do not have to be destined...

Iyanla Vanzant
“Learning to trust is one of
life’s most difficult lessons,”
says #1 New York Times
best-selling author, Iyanla
Vanzant. “That’s because
trust is not a verb; it’s a noun.
Trust is a state of mind and
being. If you are serious about
learning to trust, you need...

don Miguel Ruiz

Andrew Weil, MD

Eight Weeks to Optimum
Health lays out Dr. Andrew
Weil’s famous week-by-week,
step-by-step plan that will
keep your body’s natural
healing system in peak
working order. It covers...

William Ury

William Paul Young
Mackenzie Allen Philips’
youngest daughter, Missy,
has been abducted during a
family vacation and evidence
that she may have been
brutally murdered is found in
an abandoned shack deep
in the Oregon wilderness.
Four years later, Mack...

